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Designed by Laura Vegas

Patterned Paper: 1 sheet each: Bloom Script (Item #1174), Tiny Floral 
  (Item #1176), Mason Jars (Item #1177), Take Root Pink   
  (Item #1178), 3x4’s (Item #1179) (IF She Blooms collection). 
Stickers:  Treasures & Text (Item #1183) (IF She Blooms collection).  
  Black Tiny Text Alphas (Item #1101). 
Chipboard: Chip Icons (Item #1184) (IF She Blooms collection).
Die Cuts: Paper Pieces (Item #1185) (IF She Blooms collection).

Clear Cuts: White Confetti (Item #907).

“True Beauties”

1. Use full sheet of Mason Jars (black/white polka dotted backside) patterned 
    paper as layout base. 
2. Trim a 11.25” x 11.25” piece of Take Root Pink (pink plus sign backside) 
    patterned paper, distress edges and adhere to center of page. 
3. Trim a 10.75” x 10.75” piece of white cardstock; spritz with black misting 
 spray, distress edges and adhere to center of pink patterned paper.  
4. Trim a 10.75” x 10.75” piece of White Confetti Clear Cut transparency and
 adhere on top of white cardstock. 
5. Trim a 5.25” x 10.5” piece of Bloom Script (yellow dotted backside)  
 patterned paper, a 5” x 10.25” piece of Tiny Floral (green backside)  
 patterned paper, and a 4.75” x 10” piece of Tiny Floral patterned paper. 
 Distress edges of all papers and layer together as shown; adhere to center
 of page, approximately 1.25” from bottom edge of white cardstock. 
6. Trim (2) 1/2” x 10.75” strips of 3x4’s (black/white striped backside)  
 patterned paper; adhere one strip above layered patterned papers and
 one below layered patterned papers.  
7. Print (3) 3” x 4” photos (or print collaged together as shown), and adhere to
	 floral	patterned	paper.
8. Locate Treasures & Text sticker sheet and Black Tiny Text Alphas sticker
 sheet. Use pink and black alpha stickers to create title above top black
 white striped patterned paper strip. 
9. Add machine stitching (optional), and embellish page with die cuts, stickers
 and chipboard pieces as desired. 

June

Trimmer, adhesive, scissors, sewing machine (optional), black mist spray, white  
cardstock


